This paper studies the DNA code of eleven mammals from the perspective of fractional dynamics. The application of Fourier transform and power law trendlines leads to a categorical representation of species and chromosomes. The DNA information reveals long range memory characteristics.
Introduction
Fractional calculus (FC) generalizes standard integrals and derivatives to noninteger or even to complex order [Diethelm, 2010; Kilbas et al., 2006; Klimek, 2009; Miller & Ross, 1993; Oldham & Spanier, 1974; Podlubny, 1999; Samko et al., 1993] . During the last decade, it was found that FC plays a fundamental role in modeling of a considerable number of phenomena characterized by long range memory properties [Hilfer, 2000; Machado et al., 2011a; Magin, 2006; Mainardi, 2010; Monje et al., 2010; Oustaloup, 1991; Sabatier et al., 2007; Zaslavsky, 2005] . In fact, FC emerged as the key concept for the study of dynamical systems where classical tools reveal strong limitations. Furthermore, we verify presently that the application of FC concepts encompass a wide spectrum of fields going from physics [Baleanu et al., 2010] and engineering [Lu & Chen, 2010] up to finance [Scalas et al., 2000] and biology [Anastasio, 1994; Ionescu et al., 2011] . This paper studies the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) code [Afreixo et al., 2004a; Emanuele II et al., 2005; Jeng et al., 2006; Sims et al., 2009; Yin & Yau, 2005] from the perspective of fractional dynamics. It is believed that, for a given living being, besides information about its "structural construction", DNA also includes other levels of information such as the history of its evolution up to the present state, or instructions for the behavior of each individual during its lifetime [Afreixo et al., 2004b; Dunn et al., 2008; Leitão et al., 2005] . These distinct time scales reveal that we are in the presence of a complex code and that usual tools for the study of dynamical systems may be helpful in this endeavour. This observation motivated the association of logical and mathematical concepts, namely Fourier transform and FC. This work analyzes the DNA data of eleven mammals.
Bearing these ideas in mind, this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main biological concepts and formulates the framework of the DNA code analysis. Section 3 analyzes the relationship between chromosomes and species for a set of eleven mammals. Finally, Sec. 4 outlines the main conclusions.
On the DNA Decoding
DNA is made up of two polymers connected by hydrogen atoms and forming a double helix [Arniker & Kwan, 2009; Pearson, 1999] . Each polymer contains four different nitrogenous bases, namely thymine, cytosine, adenine, and guanine, represented as "T", "C", "A", and "G". Each base on one side bonds with just one type of base on the other side, forming the so-called "base pairing", that is, forming the groups A-T and C-G. For example, in the human being, it was observed that any cell holds 23 pairs of separate DNAprotein complexes (chromosomes), each containing 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, X, Y Chimpanzee 25 1, 2a, 2b, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, X, Y Orangutan 24 1, 2a, 2b, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, X Rhesus 21 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, X Pig 19 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, X Opossum 9 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, X Mouse 21 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, X, Y Rat 21 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, X Dog 38 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 Cow 30 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, X Horse 32 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, X an average of 160 million nucleotide pairs. This massive amount of information is being collected during the past years, as the result of a collaborative effort among many research institutions, and is available for scientific research.
For processing the DNA information we need to start by converting the DNA code into a numerical value. We observe that we are handling an alphabet with four symbols {T, C, A, G}. In fact, the available data includes a fifth symbol, represented by "N", which was considered by DNA researchers to have no practical meaning for the decoding; therefore, in the sequel this symbol is considered as "zero" during the numerical calculations. The conversion of the four symbols to numerical values must be careful in order to prevent, from inception, any improper effect that may pervade the rest of the numerical treatment. In a previous paper [Machado et al., 2011b] , the adoption of Gray code and multiple length sequences was considered. In this paper a simpler process corresponding to direct symbol translation:
where i = √ −1, is investigated. The code assigned in (1) preserves the "base pairing", that is, we have A = −C, T = −G and A "orthogonal" to T . This translation scheme is not unique, but is particularly suited for numerical evaluation because it simplifies considerably the rest of the calculations.
Having defined the translation scheme that generates numerical values, the second logical step is to consider that we shall move along the DNA strip, one symbol (base) at a time, and that the resulting values produce a "signal" x(t), t being denoted as the "time" with a restricted meaning. It must be emphasized that we are not referring to any value with units of seconds, but freely describing solely the consecutive base sequencing in the DNA code.
The third processing phase consists of evaluating the characteristics of x(t) in the viewpoint of signal processing and dynamical systems analysis tools [Dodin et al., 2000; Tiwari et al., 1997; Yin & Yau, 2008; Zhou et al., 2007] . In this paper we shall consider the Fourier transform:
where F represents the Fourier operator and ω will be named as "angular frequency". We decided to analyze eleven mammals [Ebersberger et al., 2007; Murphy et al., 2007; Prasad & Bourque, 2008; Zhao & Bourque, 2009] DNA species are presented in Table 1 . It should be noted that there is presently no theory, or even an empirical understanding, about the number of chromosomes or their length. The chromosome numbering simply follows a naive classification by size, chromosome 1 being the largest one.
Fractional Phenomena
In Sec. 2, a set of eleven mammals was established making up to a total of 265 chromosomes. Therefore, according to the logical reasoning formulated previously, for each chromosome, a "signal" x i (t), i = 1, . . . , 265, in the perspective of (1) was derived.
The charts of the Fourier transform amplitude reveal that the plot can be approximated by a power function:
where a i > 0 and b i are parameters to be determined by a least square fit procedure. The upper frequency limit is related to the Nyquist sampling theorem, while the lower frequency limit is related 
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On the DNA of Eleven Mammals to the total signal length. In both cases, many plots were tested in order to have a reliable bandwidth for the approximation. contour of the set of chromosomes is also represented for each species. The parameter a reflects the size of the chromosome, while parameter b describes the nature of the signal information. Therefore, we observe a tendency for smaller/larger values of the point labels to be in the right/left of the locus (a, b) . Furthermore, it is clear that the fractional order of the values is obtained for b.
In order to compare the different species, Figs. 13 and 14 depict the superposition of the contours and the centers of the polygons of the eleven mammals, respectively. We verify that the Opossum is very different from the rest of the mammals. The Opossum is a marsupial that, in phylogenetic terms, is very far from placental mammals such as the Human or the Horse. Therefore, the result is consistent with phylogenetics. Moreover, we observe that the Chimpanzee and the Orangutan are close to the Human. Although slightly apart, the Pig and the Rat are also relatively close to the Human. On the other hand, the Rhesus and the Horse reveal strong similarities between themselves. Therefore, most of these results not only follow what is known qualitatively, but also provide a quantitative tool for measuring "distances" between species in the viewpoint of phylogenetics. At a different level, the results demonstrate that the information coded in the DNA has long memory and that characteristic is easily captured by the tools of FC.
Conclusions
In this paper, the chromosomes four symbol alphabet was converted to numerical values and the resulting signal, representative of the DNA code, was processed by means of the Fourier transform. The amplitude of the Fourier transform was characterized by power law approximations typical of systems with fractional dynamics. 
